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How to help your child in  
Year 2 



How we teach Speaking and Listening 
 

The aim is for children to communicate their thoughts, ideas and opinions clearly and 
succinctly, as well as listening to and reflecting on the ideas of others.  
We encourage children to turn-take in conversations and adapt their speech to a range of 
situations and audiences. 
  
The children are encouraged through drama activities (and in many other curriculum areas) to 
investigate and experiment with movement, speech, space, physical objects and sound. They may be 
told to mime situations in drama to increase inventiveness and to develop non-verbal communication 
skills. 
 
Through group work the children’s skills for negotiating and decision-making are developed e.g. role 
play, mime, and puppetry. 
 
The children are encouraged to offer a personal response to the performances of others, e.g. other 
pupils, amateur and professional groups. 
 
Speaking and Listening is promoted through Class Assemblies, Circle Time, discussion, turn taking, role-
play activities, hot-seating, acting out of play scripts, P4C sessions (in which children discuss morals, 
philosophy and develop thinking skills), improvisation and debating opportunities. 
 

How we teach Reading 
 

We aim for the children to be able to read fluently and accurately for pleasure. To become 
fluent readers with the skills to access, engage with and enjoy a wide range of texts. We 
encourage children to exercise choice in selecting books and be taught how to do so.  
 
We encourage children to read voluntarily for pleasure and to develop the ability to read fluently and 
with understanding. We allow children to choose from a selection of books suited to the interests to 
promote enjoyment. 
 
We teach the children about different styles of reading material; fairy tales, reports, animal stories, etc. 
 
In Year 2, the children have a 20 minute Phonics lesson each day. In these lessons, they continue to 
learn and apply letters and sounds so that, by the end of the year, they have developed fluent word 
reading skills. 

 
In Guided Reading Sessions children are involved in lots of discussion, reflection, questioning and 
inference about the text. They follow the same text in groups, usually with an adult to support. 
 

How we teach Writing 
 
Children are taught to match their writing style to differing audiences and purpose and to 
regard themselves as ‘writers’.  
  
We aim for the children to write independently and to develop their ability to write in a wide range of 
genre, both fiction and non-fiction. Pupils are encouraged to collect ideas for writing by thinking out 
loud using ‘Think it, speak it, write it, check it’ to ensure that their meaning is clear. 
They are taught the skills of planning, drafting, revising and editing their work and that of others.  
 
Children in Year 2 are reminded to use “WOW” words in their writing. These are exciting and 
ambitious adjectives used to make their writing more interesting. 
 



The daily Phonics lessons in Year 2 help children to sound out unfamiliar words as they are writing so 
that, by the end of the year, children have a good foundation in spelling. 
 
 

Spelling 
 
Our aim is to encourage pupils to become independent and accurate in their spelling. To 
be confident in using a wide vocabulary in their writing and to be aware of the difference 
between spoken dialect and written Standard English. 
 
Phonics lessons take place every day to teach children the techniques used to break or segment words 
into sounds for spelling. Children often have Word Banks on their tables during Literacy lessons. These 
are to help them with their spellings in class and children are always encouraged to ‘sound out’ tricky 
(common exception words) words.  
 
In year 2, the children will begin to learn and apply simple spelling rules e.g. adding suffixes to root 
words. 
The “Look, Cover, Write, Check” method of spelling is a good visual approach to the learning of 
spelling. 
 

Grammar 
 

Children should begin to use some distinctive features of Standard English in their writing.  
 
Children in year 2 work on using both familiar and new punctuation correctly.  For example, full stops, 
capital letters, exclamation marks, question marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted 
and possessive forms. 
 
The children learn to write sentences with different forms, such as statements, questions, exclamations 
or commands.  They use adjectives to form noun phrases, to add more description to their work.  For 
example, instead of saying the butterfly, the children add an adjective to describe their work- the 
beautiful blue butterfly.  
 
Pupils are encouraged to include joining words such as and, but, or, when, if, that, because, to add 
detail to their writing. 
 
Grammar may be taught explicitly during GPS (Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling) sessions or as a 
part of the writing learning journey and is applied during daily literacy sessions. 

 
 

Handwriting  
 

Children in Year 2 should be aiming to join letters in their written work. Every pupil 
should develop a clear, legible and fluent style that is capable of being written at 
reasonable speed.  
 
Weekly handwriting lessons encourage children to form their letters in a cursive script, producing a 
neat ‘flick’ at the end of each letter to lead into the next. This will help them to join their letters 
together and produce neat, fluent handwriting. Lower case letters should be formed a similar size, with 
upper case letters left un-joined. 
 
 
 
 

 



Ways for you to help your child at home… 
 
Speaking and Listening: 
Encourage expression when your child is talking and engage them in talk about topics they enjoy. Get 
them to justify their opinions and ask them who, what, where, when and why questions. 
Try to get them to follow multi-step instructions or repeat information you have told them.  
Many games involve thinking about the meaning of words, drama or spelling. There are many child 
friendly versions, including: 

 Children’s Scrabble 
 Pictionary 
 Cranium 
 Charades 
 Boggle 
 20 Questions 
 Eye Spy 
 ‘Yes/No game’ 
 ‘I went to the shops and I bought’ etc. 
 

Reading: 
 Encourage your child to develop a passion for reading and allow them choices 

when selecting a book. Get them sharing comics, magazines, poems, bedtime 
stories and information books with others.  Give your child the opportunity to navigate around 
a non-fiction book e.g. giving them a chance to use the contents page or explain the meaning 
of a glossary.  

 Have regular discussions with your child about what they have read.  Ask them a variety of 
questions about the text.  For example, Opinions - Do you like this word the author has 
chosen? Why?   Which words tell you about the sort of person the character in the story is? 
Can you find words within text? Where is the key word ______?  

 Discuss what a character’s actions tell us about how they are feeling. E.g. How do you think 
the character is feeling? How do you know?  

 Look at illustrations (read the picture) and ask them to put a story to the picture. 
 Encourage them to read with expression/voices. 
 ‘Sound words out’ together by breaking words down into sounds e.g. fish = f – i – sh.  Practise 

recognising alterative sounds for graphemes e.g. ‘igh’- night, ‘ie’- pie 
 Practise contractions such as, I’m, I’ll, it’s etc…  
 Whenever your child encounters a new word, discuss and share the meaning of it.   
 Ask your child to read labels in shops, names of shops, posters etc. when you are out and 

about. 
 Allow your child to read their school book several times to build their fluency and confidence.  
 Begin to read longer books aloud with your child, such as chapter books.  You could take turns 

reading together.  
 Discuss different authors and who might be their favourite and why. 
 If your child is struggling with a number words, focus with them on one word pattern or tricky 

word, correcting other words with them, after a try. 
 Use context, pictures and read around tricky words (leave the word out of the sentence and 

consider what other word could replace it) to predict the meaning of unknown words.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Writing:                                          
 Encourage them to describe things they see (adjectives and adverbs or WOW 

words). 
 Encourage the use of capital letters and full stops to show sentences. 
 Give them a reason for writing – thank-you letters for Birthday and Christmas 

presents, writing to pen-friends, writing recipes etc. 
 During school holidays encourage your child to keep a diary (aim for 5 -10 sentences a day). 

This will help to avoid the “holiday dip” many children experience after a long time without 
writing. 

 Before writing, encourage your child to say their sentence aloud.  Make sure they re-read their 
work to check that it makes sense.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There are approximately 150 words to be learned between Years 1 and 2. By the end of Year 2, pupils 
should be able to read and spell all these words easily, in and out of context. 
 

Year 1 to 2 
about can't girl laugh old should water 

after child good little once sister way 

again children gold live(d) only so were 

an class got love one some what 

any climb grass made or steak when 

another clothes great make our sugar where 

as cold had man out sure who 

ask could half many over that whole  

back did has may path their wild 

ball do have mind plant them will 

bath don't help money parents then with 

be dig her more pass there would 

beautiful door here most past these you 

behind down him move people they your 

because even his Mr poor three  

bed every hold Mrs pretty time  

been everybody home much prove today  

boy eye hour must push told  

both father house name pull too  

break fast how new put took  

brother find if next ran tree  

but first improve night said two  

busy floor jump not saw us  

by friend just now says very  

call(ed) from kind of school want  

came full last off seen was  

 
 Plus 
 

 

 Days of the week 
 Months of the year 
 Numbers to twenty 
 Common colour words 
 Pupil's name and address 
 Name and address of school 

 


